
What's New 2020

Annuals
Abutilon thompsonii 'Yellow' is a bright yellow and green variegated plant with light yellow blooms all season. It 

can grow 36", does well in large containers, and is a great pollinator. Limited quantities.

Ageratum 'Aloha Blue' produces fluffy lavender-powder blue blooms all summer long. The dwarf plants reach 

about 8" and do well in the landscape or containers.

Angelonia 'Archangel™ Coral' is the newest color for this popular plant. The showy bloom spikes persist all 

summer long with little maintenance.  It grows to 14" and thrives in the heat of the summer.

Angelonia 'Angelmist® Pink' is a large flowered, spreading variety that takes the heat and humidity and will 

bloom all summer. Can be grown in baskets, combinations, and as a groundcover. 

Asclepias curassavica 'Red' and 'Yellow' are butterfly magnets as well as attractors for hummingbirds and bees. 

Monarch butterflies lay eggs on this plant and use it as an important food source. The bright flowers last all 

summer and they are followed by long seed pods that break open and disperse seeds. Limited quantities.

Bacopa 'Snowstorm® Rose' is a new bacopa from Proven Winners®.  The small pink blooms cover this little 

trailer all summer. It can be used in combinations or as a colorful groundcover.

Begonia 'Babywing® White Bronze Leaf'  has dark, small angel-wing shaped leaves.  The bright white blooms 

contrast nicely with the bronze foliage. You can expect the same garden performance as her sister, 'Babywing® 

Begonia 'Funky® Scarlet' is the latest addition to the 'Funky®' family. The large double flowers put on a show 

through the summer. Can be planted in the shade to partial sun. They make great baskets and pots.

Begonia hybrid 'I'Conia Portofino' have large double blooms that sit above the dark foliage. 'Citrix' is bright 

yellow with peach highlights and 'Hot Coral' is an intense coral red.

Begonia 'Waterfalls® Encanto Orange Imp.' is covered in bell-shaped orange blooms all summer. It is ideal in 

baskets and pots and can be grown in partial sun.

Bidens 'Campfire® Flame' is new from Proven Winners®. The bright scarlet flowers have yellow and orange 

highlights and will go all season with no deadheading. Can be used in combinations or as a border.

Calibrachoa 'Superbells®' from Proven Winners™ have several new introductions. We offer  'Blackcurrant 

Punch™', 'Double Blue', 'Double Orange', 'Honeyberry™', and 'Watermelon Punch™'.  The 2 new 'Punches' have 

prominent dark eyes with Blackcurrant being magenta purple and Watermelon being a coral pink.  The new 

Celosia plumosa 'Fresh Look Mix' and 'New Look' have brightly colored flower plumes. 'Fresh Look Mix' contains 

gold, orange, red and yellow. 'New Look' has scarlet red plumes and dark red foliage. Both grow about 15".

Celosia plumosa  'Kelos® Fire'  are vegetative celosias that are day length neutral so they bloom earlier. The well 

branched plants have vibrant colored feather blooms and grow to 14". We offer 'Magenta' and 'Scarlet'.

Coleus 'Colorblaze® Wicked Hot™' is a new orange colored coleus with a ruffled edge from Proven Winners®.  

The foliage is very striking and it is late to bloom.

Dahlia 'Dahlinova™ Florida' is a medium sized plant with 2.5" purple and white double blooms.  'Goldalia ™ 

Rose' is a dark rose and white semi-double bicolor. Both are very colorful all summer long.

Dipladenia 'Opal Vining Orange Sunrise' has a vining habit and coral-orange blooms all summer. It can be grown 

on a trellis like a mandevilla. Limited quantities.

Euphorbia 'Star Dust White Sparkle' has loads of tiny white flowers and is a wonderful companion in 

combinations or as an annual groundcover. The plants grow about 12" and provide color until frost.

Fuchsia 'Upright Voodoo', 'Windchimes® Basket Double Dark Eyes', and 'Double Pink/Lilac' are 3 new fuchsias 

for 2020. 'Upright Voodoo' is early blooming and has very large double red and violet blooms. 'Double Dark 

Eyes' has similar blooms but a more mounded habit than 'Voodoo'. 'Double Pink/Lilac'  has large double lilac 

Geranium, Ivy Leaf 'Ivy League' is a new series with exceptional heat tolerance and a wide variety of colors.  

Look for 'Arctic Red', 'Burgundy Bicolor', 'Deep Pink', 'Light Lavender', 'Red', and 'White'.



Gomphrena 'Pinball Purple' has vibrant purple blooms all summer. Gomphrena is a great landscape plant in hot 

Helichrysum 'Limelight' is a great companion plant for combos. The soft foliage is a chartreuse to lime-green 

Impatiens 'Beacon' is a new series that is highly resistant to downy mildew of impatiens.  The disease is very 

destructive to impatiens and there is no cure. 'Beacons' come in 6 colors and a mix. They are similar in habit to 

Lantana 'Samantha' has been around awhile and we offered this yellow and green variegated lantana for years. 

We are pleased to have it available again. The bright yellow blooms last all summer. Limited quantities.

Nemesia 'Sunsatia® Cranberry Red' is a wonderful trailing plant with loads of red blooms. It is very cold tolerant 

and great for early spring and fall plantings.

Osteospermum 'Bright Lights™' from Proven Winners® are early blooming and cold tolerant for those late 

frosts. They are surprisingly heat tolerant as well. We have 3 new colors: 'Berry Rose', 'Purple' and 'White'.

Pentas 'Sunstar™' is a new pentas from Proven Winners® with extra-large flower clusters. 'Sunstar™' blooms 

earlier than some on the market today and we offer 'Lavender', 'Pink' and 'Red.'

Petunia Supertunias® from Proven Winners® are some of the most popular varieties on the market today. We 

offer the following new varieties for 2020: 'Mini Vista Indigo', 'Raspberry Rush™' , 'Sharon',  and 'Vista® 

Snowdrift™'.  'Mini Vista Indigo' is a bluish purple, 'Raspberry Rush™' is a raspberry pink with white highlights, 

'Sharon' is a pink and white double, and 'Vista® Snowdrift™ is a bright white sister to the popular 'Vista® 

Petunia 'Crazytunia Tiki Torch' is an unusual orange multicolored petunia. It can be planted in containers or in 

Petunia 'Sweetunia' varieties:  'Fiona Flash' and 'Suzie Storm' have upright habits and unique colors. 'Fiona 

Flash' is a velvet red and burgundy combination and 'Suzie Storm' is a dark pink and purple colored petunia.

Purslane 'Colorblast® Double Guava' blooms a bright yellow with bright magenta centers. 

Salvia 'Lighthouse Red' is a tall red salvia. The bushy plants grow to 24" and it is very heat resistant.

Shrimp Plant 'Red Variegated' (Justicia) has slightly variegated foliage with colorful 'shrimp' blooms that can be 

Snapdragon 'Snaptini' is a new dwarf series growing 8". Sturdy branching and early blooming, we offer several 

Sunpatiens 'Compact Orchid Blush' is a lighter version of the popular 'Compact Orchid'.  Sunpatiens® are 

dependable bloomers up until frost. You can plant them in full sun to shade.

Sweet Potato Vine (Ipomoea) 'Sweet Caroline' varieties 'Bewitched After Midnight™, 'Red Hawk™' , and 

'Sweetheart Lime' are Proven Winner® varieties. All 3 are more compact and easier to manage in combinations.  

'After Midnight' has purple-black foliage, 'Red Hawk™' is a novel red, and 'Sweetheart Lime' is a bright light 

Thunbergia 'Arizona Pink Beauty' has pale pink blooms with a dark throat all summer long.  This ia a new color 

in the Black-eyed Susan vine family.

Verbena 'Superbena Sparkling® Rose' is a new soft pink and white bicolor verbena from Proven Winners®.

Verbena 'Wicked Rad Red' is a red and white novel, multicolored verbena. The bright blooms last through the 

summer. The semi-trailing habit makes for great combination plantings.

Vinca 'Cora' is an f1 hybrid that comes in a variety of colors that bloom all summer. While we have had red and 

white for several years in 4" pots, we now have several colors in 1203 cell packs. 'Cora' is disease resistant and 

Vinca 'Titan' is a large flowered vinca that performs very well. Look for new colors such as 'Apricot' and 'Lilac'.

Zinnia 'Zahara® Bonfire Mix' is a combination of red, fire and yellow. This brightly colored mix blooms all 

Zinnia 'Zesty™' is a new series with huge, fully double flowers all season long. These grow to 24". We offer 

Edibles and Herbs
Basil 'Red Rosie' is an improved red basil. Stronger stems and improved color along with aromatic foliage make 

for an excellent basil for cooking or for ornamental use.

Eucalyptus 'Baby Dwarf' is extremely popular with florists for its silver dollar-shaped leaves and highly scented 

foliage. It is easy to grow but not reliably hardy in this area. Grow in containers to over winter.

Geranium, Scented (Mosquito Plant) 'Citronella' is a fragrant citrus scented geranium said to help repel 

mosquitos.  Place the plants close to outside sitting areas. When bruised, the scent is quite strong.



Due to so many requests, we are offering select tomatoes in 4" pots that we previously only offered in cell 

packs. Varieties include 'Better  Boy', 'Celebrity', 'Early Girl', 'Lemon Boy', 'Mountain Pride', 'Park's Whopper', 

and 'Roma'. New compact varieties of peppers and tomatoes are listed below and will also be available in 4" 

Pepper 'Better Belle III' can be grown in patio containers or in the ground.  Blocky, thick-walled fruits are 

produced in 65-70 days and are great for slicing, stuffing and cooking. Good heat and disease tolerance. 4" only.

Pepper 'Mardi Gras Fun Peppers' come in 4 colors and are adapted to grow in pots or in the garden.  The 4 

colors, 'Red', 'Purple', 'Orange' and 'Yellow' produce snackable sweet peppers all season. They are well matched 

so they can be grown together in a large pot if desired. 65-80 days to harvest.        4" deep only.

Pepper 'Keystone' produces tasty, large, blocky green to red bell peppers perfect for stuffing. It has good disease 

resistance and matures in 75-80 days. 1203 cell packs only.

Tomato 'Best Boy Bush' grows 3' so it can be grown in containers or in the ground. The stocky plants produce 8-

11 oz. delicious red fruits. Indeterminate; 75 days. 4" only.

Tomato 'Bush Champion'  is a great variety for patio growing. The stocky, bushy plants grow about 24" and 

produce 9-12 oz. red fruits ideal for eating or canning. Determinate; 65 days. 4" only.

Tomato 'Totem' was bred for container growing. The stocky plants grow about 18" and produce lots of 2" fruits. 

Perennials
Achillea 'Milly Rock™ Red' PPAF grows about 12" with red flowers with yellow centers. It blooms for an 

extended time and makes a tidy clump. Zones 5-9.

Achillea 'Sassy Summer Taffy' PPAF grows upwards of 32" but with sturdy stems that resist flopping. The dark 

salmon-pink blooms appear in early to mid summer. Zones 3-8.

Agave gypsophylia 'Ivory Curls'  has long wavy blue-green leaves with wide creamy white margins. It is best to 

grow in containers if want to over winter.

Armeria pseudarmeria ‘Dreameria® Dream Weaver’ PPAF is more heat tolerant than older varieties. The rose-

pink blooms rise above the grassy foliage beginning in early spring.  It is a very tidy plant for either the landscape 

Buddleja 'Grand Cascade' PPAF is a weeping butterfly bush reaching 6'. The lavender-purple flower panicles can 

Campanula punctata 'Cherry Bells', or commonly called spotted bellflower, has large drooping pink spotted 

blooms hanging from tall stems rising from the base of the plant. It blooms in early summer and is hardy in zones 

Canna 'Pretoria' is a brightly variegated plant with vibrant orange blooms.  Many grow this plant for the foliage 

Caryopteris hybrida  'Gold Crest' PPAF has golden foliage with beautiful blue flowers in late summer and fall. It 

grows up to 36" and is hardy in zones 6-9.

Coreopsis verticillata ‘Sizzle & Spice®' is a new series that grows neat rounded mounds that are covered in 

flowers during the summer months.  The plants can grow to 18" tall by 26" wide.  'Sassy Saffron’ PPAF has 

lemon-yellow blooms with dark centers, and 'Hot Paprika’ PP#28865 has deep red blooms. Zones 5-9.

Delosperma hybrid ‘Wheels of Wonder™ Orange Wonder’ PP#25600 is the latest addition to this popular large-

flowered collection. It grows 6-8", blooms in the summer and is hardy in zones 5-9.

Delphinium elatum ‘Delphina Dark Blue/Black Bee’ is a naturally dwarf variety reaching about 18". The dark 

blue flowers appear up and down the flower stems in the spring. Zones 4-8.

Dianthus caryophyllus 'SuperTrouper™ Butterfly Dark Red' PP#22860 is a wonderfully scented fully double red 

dianthus. Can be grown in containers or in the landscape. Long blooming.

Dianthus caryophyllus ‘Odessa Yellow Bling Bling’ has lots of yellow carnation-type blooms.  The clove scented 

flowers rise above neat blue-green foliage. It grows to 12" and is hardy to zone 5.

Dianthus hybrid ‘Pretty Poppers™ Double Bubble’ PP#29972 has lots of double, medium pink fowers in the 

spring. The flowers sit atop neat blue-green foliage. May rebloom in the fall.  Zones 4-9.

Dianthus hybrid ‘Scent From Heaven™ Angel of Compassion’ PPAF has frilly burgundy-red and pink blooms in 

the spring and summer. The fragrant blooms sit atop neat foliage and it reaches about 12" in bloom so can be 



Digitalis hybrida ‘Arctic Fox Rose’ PPAF is a hybrid foxglove that flowers late spring well into summer. The 

flower stalks are covered in tubular rose-pink flowers. It grows around 2' and is hardy in zones 5-9.

Echeveria 'Dick's Pink' forms 10" rosettes of blue-gray to purplish foliage with frilly red leaf margins. The foliage 

color changes with the seasons and it makes a beautiful specimen. Grow in pots if want to over winter.

Echeveria 'Princess Blue' produces medium sized blue-green rosettes splashed with pink highlights. Should be 

grown in containers if want to over winter.

Echinacea hybrid ‘Kismet® Yellow’ PP#29922 is a naturally short yellow coneflower with unmatched blooming 

power. It blooms profusely through the summer months.  It grows about 18" and is a wonderful addition to the 

Echinacea purpurea ‘Mellow Yellows’  is a new seed introduction that is made up of yellow shades - from light 

to bright yellow. It grows upwards of 30" with strong stems. It is a great pollinator and cut flower. 

Echinacea purpurea 'Raspberry Truffle' PP#22612  has double coral-pink blooms with dark centers. The plants 

grow about 2' and bloom through the summer.

Eupatorium purpureum ‘Euphoria™ Ruby’ PPAF is a Joe-Pye Weed that has an extended bloom time - beginning 

earlier and lasting longer. It grows to 32" and is a great pollinator. Zones 5-9.

Euphorbia polychroma ‘Bonfire’ PP#18585 is a plant we had a couple of years ago and it makes neat compact 

mounds of green foliage that age to a maroon-red as summer approaches. The chartreuse flower bracts appear 

Gaillardia aristata ‘SpinTop’ varieties are low growing and produce strong stems topped with daisy like flowers. 

‘Red’ PPAF is a medium red with golden stamens and  ‘Red Starburst’ PPAF produces countless two-tone red 

Heliopsis helianthoides (False Sunflower) ‘Sunstruck’ PP#25524 has  green and white variegated foliage with a 

compact habit. The 2" golden yellow flowers appear during the early summer and persist for several weeks. 

Helleborus (Lenten Rose) ‘Honeymoon®’ series are known for their bloom vigor. The large single flowers come 

in a variety of colors. ‘California Dreaming’ is the newest addition with 3" single clear yellow flowers in late 

Helleborus ‘Ivory Prince’ PP#16199 is a popular first year blooming variety. The outward facing ivory blooms are 

highlighted with rose and chartreuse colors and rise above the blue-green foliage. Zones 4-9.

Helleborus ‘Reanna’s Ruby’ PP#28007 is part of the same collection as ‘Anna’s Red’. ‘Reanna’s Ruby’ has near 

black stems topped with dark red flowers and it blooms a bit later than ‘Anna’s Red’.

Helleborus ‘Wedding Party®’ is a collection of double blooming hellebores.  The varieties we added for 2020 are 

‘Confetti Cake’, 'True Love' and 'Wedding Crasher’. ‘Confetti Cake’ has large, double white speckled flowers. 

'True Love' has 3 to 3 1/2" maroon-red flowers and 'Wedding Crasher' has 3" soft pink spotted blooms.  Zones 4-

Hemerocallis 'Double Pardon Me' PP#22799 is  a new fully double reblooming daylily bearing the same rich red 

color as its namesake. It grows about 18" and is a must have for daylily lovers.

Heuchera ‘Primo® Peachberry Ice' is a ruffled apricot-orange leaved coral bell from Proven Winners®. The large 

leaves have pink undersides. The 'Primo®' series are known for their unique colors and vigor in the landscape.

Heucherella ‘Pink Revolution' PPAF is a wonderful new foamy bell that blooms lots of pink flowers. The flowers 

just keep coming through the spring and into the summer. The green foliage is attractive and takes on silver and 

purple markings as the season progresses so that it is pretty even when not in bloom. Grows upwards of 15" and 

Hosta 'Dancing Darling'  PPAF is a new fast growing variety with curvy yellow leaves and green margins. It grows 

about 20" tall and can be used in shady locations either in the ground or in large containers.

Hosta 'Proud Treasure' PPAF has thick, glossy green leaves edged in yellow margins that age to a creamy white.  

The leaves are borne on red stems making for a striking plant. It grows about 14" tall and can be grown in shady 

Hydrangea serrata ‘Tuff Stuff™ Red’ PP#28672 starts off blooming a two-tone green and red. As it ages, the 

blooms turn a beauiful red. This compact hydrangea grows to 36".

Iris, Dwarf 'Ultimate' is an early blooming yellow and mahogany iris. It grows 13". Limited quantities.

Iris, German 'Blatant', 'City Lights', ‘Finishing School’, 'Infrared', and 'Red Hot Chili' are the 2020 introductions.  

‘Blatant’ is a reblooming red/yellow bicolor; ‘City Lights’ is a violet-blue rebloomer; ‘Finishing School’ is a ruffled 

orchid and peach bicolor; ‘Infrared’ is a ruffled maroon-red; ‘Red Hot Chili’ is a reblooming wine/red plicata.

Juncus effusus  'Curly Wurly' is a unique spiraling plant that adds interest to mixed plantings. It grows about 18" 



Kniphofia hirsuta ‘Fire Dance’ is a dwarf red hot poker growing about 20" that is great for smaller gardens. The 

red and yellow flower spikes appear in summer. Zones 5-9.

Lychnis flos-cuculi ‘Petite Jenny’ PP#14139 is a double flowered variety with pretty lavender-pink blooms. The 

sea of flowers rises above the grassy foliage in early summer. Grows to about 14" and is hardy in zones 5-8.

Monarda ‘Electric Neon Pink’ PPAF is an interspecific hybrid with fabulous dark bright pink flowers. The upright 

mounds grow to 22" and the blooms sit atop dark green foliage. Bloom time is mid-summer and it is hardy in 

Penstemon hybrida ‘Quartz® Red' PPAF is a new sturdy, heat tolerant and exceptionally long blooming 

penstemon. The orange-red tubular flowers appear up and down strong stems. It grows to 24" and is hardy in 

Perovksia 'Blue Steel' is a new Russian Sage from seed.  Mature plants can grow to 36" and show off with 

lavender-blue blooms on strong, sturdy stems. It has an extended bloom time and is hardy in zones 4-9.

Phlox hybrid (Tall Phlox) ‘Fashionably Early Princess’ PP#28680 is another color in this high performing series. 

The light fuchsia-pink flower heads sit atop disease resistant foliage for several weeks in the summer. Grows 32" 

Phlox paniculata ‘Garden Girls™ Cover Girl’ PPAF is a tall phlox growing up to 42" with lavender-purple blooms. 

Quite impressive when blooming, all members of this collection have been selected for disease resistance and 

Rudbeckia ‘American Gold Rush’ PP#28498 is a hybrid rudbeckia with excellent disease resistance even in humid 

conditions.  The golden yellow daisy-like flowers cover the mounded plants. It grows to 26" and is hardy in zones 

Rudbeckia triloba ‘Blackjack Gold’ is a long-lived brown-eyed susan growing to 36". It begins blooming mid-

summer and goes through fall.  Great pollinator plant and is hardy in zones 3-8.

Salvia greggii  ‘Wild Thing'; ‘Mirage™’ varieties 'Deep Purple’ PP#28538 and ‘Salmon’ PPAF are the new 

varieties for 2020. 'Wild Thing' is covered in hot pink blooms through the summer months and grows to 3'.  The 

'Mirage™' varieties produce showy blooms of rich purple and a lovely salmon color in the summer. They grow to 

Sedum rupestre ‘Prima Angelina’ is a new and improved 'Angelina'. It has a more compact habit and better color 

through the summer. It grows to 6" and is hardy in zones 4-9.

Sedum telephium ‘Touchdown™’ varieties are both upright but lower growing. ‘Flame’ PP#26079 starts out with 

two-toned foliage that ages to reddish brown with creamy yellow flowers and ‘Teak’ PP#26078 has dark purple-

Solidago 'Little Miss Sunshine' has vibrant yellow blooms in late summer through fall. The plants reach about 2' 

and are well branched. This variety doesn't spread uncontrollably and is hardy in zones 2-9.

Spigelia marilandica (Indian Pink) ‘Little Redhead’ is a native to the Southeastern United States. This selection is 

vegetatively reproduced to ensure uniformity. The red tubular flowers appear in the spring and early summer 

Veronica spicata ‘Snow Candles’ PP#2877 is a variety we had a few years ago.  This little jewel produces lots of 

pure white flower spikes over compact green foliage. It grows to 10" tall and is hardy in zones 4-8.


